150 WATT DMX-64 FIBER OPTIC ILLUMINATOR
SPECIFICATIONS

UL LISTED

CURRENT:
3 AMPS

VOLTAGES:
120 VOLT 50-60 HZ
220-240 VOLT 50-60 HZ

LAMP:
DDL 150 WATT 20 VOLT
LIFE HOURS 500 AVERAGE
COLOR TEMPERATURE 3150° K

SAFETY FEATURES:
INTERNAL THERMAL PROTECTOR
140° F (Auto Reset)
UV FILTER
INPUT POWER FUSED

AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE:
20° F TO 110° F

FEATURES:
49 COLOR CHOICES PLUS CLEAR
VARIABLE SPEED TWINKLE (Utilizing Stepper Motor)
ON BOARD DIMMING
VARIABLE SPEED COLOR SCROLL
SPLIT COLOR CAPABILITY
TWINKLE IS INDEPENDENT OF COLORS
SUPERIOR LIGHT OUTPUT
MOTORS ARE MICRO STEPPED
ACHIEVING ULTRA SMOOTHNESS
LAMP REPLACEMENT HATCH - NO TOOLS
REQUIRED TO REPLACE LAMP
SLEEP MODE
DMX RESET
XLR IN & OUT (3 pin)
USES ONLY SIX DMX CHANNELS - EXTERNAL DMX ADDRESS

DIMENSIONS:
5 1/2" W x 8 1/2" H x 13" L
(Including Exterior Motor)

WEIGHT:
13 LBS.

FINISH:
POWDER COATED BLACK

INSTALLATION:
INDOOR
VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL MOUNT (Including Bracket)

VENTILATION:
FORCED AIR 36 CFM X2
12" CLEARANCE REQUIRED TO NEAREST SURFACE
24" CLEARANCE REQUIRED BETWEEN EACH ILLUMINATOR

LAMP SOCKET:
HIGH QUALITY WITH INTEGRAL LAMP EJECTOR LEVER
NICKEL PLATED CONTACTS

WARRANTY:
ONE YEAR (Excluding Lamp)

DESCRIPTION
150 Watt Halogen, DMX Addressable Fiber Optic Illuminator